Abstract-The purpose of this paper is to propose a new way to solving clustering problems, which combines membrane computing with a k-nearest based algorithm inspired by chameleon algorithm. The new algorithm is defined as PKNBA, which can obtain the k-nearest graphs, complete the partition of subgraph through communication rules, evolution rules, dissolution rules and division rules in P system with active membranes. The whole process of PKNBA algorithm is shown by a 10 points test data set, which indicates the feasibility and less time consuming of the algorithm. All the processes are conducted in membranes. Cluster results via the famous iris and wine data set verify that the proposed PKNBA algorithm can cluster data set more accurate than k-means algorithm. The influences of parameters to the algorithm are illustrated also. The PKNBA provides an alternative for traditional computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Membrane computing is a new branch of natural computing which is initiated by Pǎun at the end of 1998 [1] . It abstracts computing models from the functioning of living cells, just like DNA computing coming from gene, particle swarm optimization from biomes, etc. Membrane computing deals with distributed and parallel computing models, processing multisets of symbol objects in a localized manner. Evolution rules and evolving objects are encapsulated into compartments defined by membranes. The communications between compartments and with the environment play an important role in the processes.
The advantage of these methods is the huge inherent parallelism. It has drawn great attention from the scientific community so far. The obtained computing systems proved to be so powerful that it is equivalent with Turing machines [2] even when using restricted combinations of features, and also computationally efficient. From now on, a number of applications were reported in several areas: biology, bio-medicine, linguistics, computer graphics, economics, approximate optimization, cryptography, etc [3] .
The various types of membrane systems are known as P systems after Gheorghe Pǎun who first conceived the model. Membrane division is inspired from cell division well known in biology. P system with active membrane has the ability to do cell division by rules, which is a method to reduce time into line. So far, P system with active membrane is used for solving basis hard problems, typically NP-complete problems in polynomial (often, linear) time. Details can be found in [4, 5, 6] . Recently, PSPACE-complete problems were also attacked in this way (see [7] ).
Clustering plays an essential and indispensable role in data mining. Although several methods are available in these areas [8] , these algorithms exhibit polynomial or exponential complexity when the number of clusters is unknown and the data set is huge. It makes problems more challenging. Chameleon algorithm is a hierarchal clustering algorithm, which can find any shaped and high quality clusters compared with some famous clustering algorithm as BIRCH and DBSCAN [9] .
Although membrane computing and cluster analysis receive much attention and rapid developed, there are rare combination of these two important research areas. Monica Cardona [10] presented an idea of using membrane computing to do the hierarchical clustering, where data are set into 0, 1 form, n + 1 membrane are used. Xiyu Liu [11] proposed a kind of P system on simplicial complexes to solve a grid based clustering problem.
Inspired by the researches above, this paper focuses on the joint study of membrane computing with cluster analysis. We use the k-nearest based clustering algorithm which is motivated by Chameleon algorithm. Then, we use membrane to conduct the whole process of computation, which can obtain the k-nearest graphs by evolution rules and communication rules, complete the partition of subgraph, output the final clustering result through communication rules, dissolution rules and division rules. A 10 points example is used to indicate the feasibility of the provided algorithm.Iris and wine benchmark data set demonstrates the algorithm's accuracy. The influence of parameters k and t is also illustrated. 
II P SYSTEMS
Rule (a) is rewriting rule used in parallel in the region of membrane h, provided that the polarization of the membrane is i. (b) and (c) are communication rules, where (b) sends an object into a membrane, possibly changes the polarization of the membrane from i to j. On the contrary, (c) sends an object out of a membrane, possibly changes the polarization of the membrane also. (d) is dissolution rule, which is a special rule in P system with active membrane, allowing membrane's dissolution in reaction with an object. (e) is used for membrane division, in reaction with an object, the membrane is divided into two membranes with the same label, possibly of different polarizations. The object specified in the rule is replaced in the two new membranes by possibly new objects, and the remaining objects are duplicated.
A P system is called stable if, even if some rules are still applicable, their application does not change the string/object content of the membrane structure, nor the membrane structure itself.
It gives priority to rules in communication P system, for { 1 ,... To expand the use of membrane computing, here we combine priority of rules with P system with active membranes.
III K-NEAREST BASED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM BY P SYSTEMS WITH ACTIVE MEMBRANES
A. K-nearest Based Clustering Algorithm
Chameleon algorithm is a hierarchal clustering algorithm that aims to find the k-nearest graph [8] . This algorithm has several advantages compared with other hierarchal algorithms, such as robust clustering (using links) and clustering (using representatives) algorithms. The Chameleon algorithm uses the relative interconnection RI (C 
Inspired by Chameleon algorithm [15] , the k-nearest graph is used in this study to implement several components of the proposed model. The basic idea for spatial data clustering is to find the k-nearest neighbor graph for every data, cut edges with lengths beyond the threshold from the graph, and cluster patterns in the same subgraph.
To make data set being clustered suit for k-nearest based Algorithm. At first, we need to do some preparation for data. We define that data set is a k dimension set δ with n elements. Those n elements are the individuals who will be clustered. We use matrix to denote them [16] ...
Where ij W is the value of the j-th variable of the individual i. Besides, similarity is very important in grouping data, thus establishing criteria to measure similarities of the data is necessary. Evidently, the clustering that can be obtained depends on the chosen similarity function. This function, called similarity, contains various measuring methods which are defined below.
Definition 2:
A distance between any two individual over the k dimension set final status of membrane structure of PKNBA
Hence the distance of the k dimension set δ is shown as a n*n matrix D, to adapt the calculation, we use D' to show distances between data, which is distances after take integer of D. 12 13
A similarity S over the k dimension set 
The k-nearest based algorithm use membrane structure as Fig.3.2 , it put all similarities of each data i into membrane i ,through evolution rules and communication rules between membrane n+1 and membrane i , it find k-nearest graphs for every data i .In membrane i , rewriting rules divide the k-nearest graphs into subgraphs by threshold t given before calculation and obtain the clustering results. Finally, membrane i send the clustering result of every data i into output membrane n+1 through dissolution rules. The final result is read out from the membrane produced by division rules .The process of k-nearest based algorithm is as follows: Begin Initialize the membrane structure; Execute communication rules between n+1 and membrane I in parallel 
B. P System Design for K-nearest Based Algorithm
The purpose of this paper is to obtain the cluster result of a k dimension set δ of n different individuals by P Systems with active membrane. P Systems with active membrane design for k-nearest based algorithm(PKNBA) as is Fig.3 .1 a tuple: 
.These processes will go on working until there are k 'w' obtained and
will be switched on, the polarization of membrane i changes into 1 from 0,
can not work any more. Here we obtain knearest graph of each points in every membrane i.
Then, the mission is to cut k-nearest graph into subgraph and get the clustering result.
y z → will work in polarization 1 and one 'z' is put into membrane i, the strategy of our algorithm is to erase those distances which are beyond threshold t, it can be transformed into getting those distances within threshold t. Thus, The whole process of P-k-nearest algorithm is done.
C. An Overview of Computations
In this subsection, we will show a simple example with ten data to certify the efficiency of our algorithm. Data set is shown in Fig.3 .3 and the membrane structure is shown in Fig.3.4 . K is 5, threshold t is 2.
The T W of the matrix which stands for information of data is : 4 3 2 1.5 0 1 2.5 3 3 3.5 4 3 2 3.5 1 0 2.5 2.5 2 1.5
The distances between the ten individuals are as follows: 
P Systems with active membrane design for K-nearest Based Algorithm for the ten data points is : Table. (2) ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 [ ) 1 1 0 ,..., ω ω are exhibited in Table. 11 { , } u y ω = (6) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 e =e =e =e =e =e =e =e =e = 0 e = ; Table. 3.1, according with rules actions, objects in membrane 1, 2,…10 ,11 and 0 i are changed as seen in Table. 3.2. 
B B B B B IV EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present some examples to illustrate the performance of our algorithm. Then we will show that our technique gives clusters more naturally.
A Example One
k-nearest based algorithm by P system with active membrane proposed in this study was applied to two UCI data set Iris and Wine. Information of these two data set are as Table below. The iris data set is one of the most popular data set.
This data set should be divided into three clusters.
However, it is famous for its difficulty on clustering because the data in this set are alternative and do not have any obvious bounds. It has three classification: irisvirginica, iris-versicolor and iris-setosa
The wine data set was derived from three different grape wines in Italy, including 178 records.
Each grape wine comprises 13 dimensions of wine properties.
The data set was divided into three groups with the number of setosa, versicolour, and virginica are59,48,71.
Wine and iris data were used to verify the feasibility and validity of the proposed algorithm [17] . The correct rate of iris and wine clustering by k-means is 82.7% and 64.0% in Table. 4.2 and 4.3. It is obvious that the proposed algorithm is more useful and correct.
B Example two
Next, we will show an simple example to certify the influence of parameters k and t in our algorithm. Data set is shown in Fig.4 Fig.4 .6 indicate the influence of threshold t to the clustering results. At the beginning, t increasing leads to the reduction of group numbers. when t arrives at 4, group number maintains in 1 and does not change any more. Fig.4 .7~4.9 and Fig.4 .10 demonstrate the influence of k to the clustering results. Firstly, k increasing leads to the reduction of group numbers as well as t. when k arrives at 4, group number maintains in 1 and does not change any longer.
We can see that the effect of t is greater than k. P-Lingua is a programming language for membrane computing which aims to be a standard to define P systems. One of its main features is to remain as close as possible to the formal notation used in the literature to define P systems. P-Lingua is also the name of a software package that includes several built-in simulators for each supported model as well as the needed compilers to simulate P-Lingua programs [18] . Our experiments can be implemented by P-Lingua 2.0 in Win7, 32bits, core i3,eclipse 4.2.
C Analysis of PKNBA Algorithm
It is shown by table above, the best time complexity of PKNBA algorithm is O(n) and the worst time complexity is also O(n). Finding k-nearest graph consume g(k≤g≤n), subgraph partition uses θn steps , where θ is approximate to every data's division steps.
Hence, we can conclude that the time complexity of the k-nearest based algorithm by P system with active membrane is O(n), which reduce the time complexity in some degree.
V CONCLUSION
A new strategy for the clustering algorithm using membrane computing is proposed in this paper. The P system with active membrane is used to implement clustering. All the processes are conducted in membranes. The whole process of the proposed k-nearest based clustering algorithm is shown by a 10 points test data set. Cluster result via the famous Iris and Wine data set verifies that the proposed algorithm can cluster data set more accurate than k-means algorithm. 20 points data set also illustrates the changes obtained from the chosen values of k and threshold t assignment.
Although the process of the proposed algorithm is provided and a number of instances to prove its feasibility are presented, there are also many works needed to do for further study. The proposed algorithm can also solve spatial data. However, it does not illustrate this aspect clearly. In the future, we will continue researching the use of membrane computing techniques to cluster three-dimensional or spatial data.
